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THE COMPANYTHE COMPANY

Single reliable interlocutor

THE COMPANY

SINTHESI, a 100% Italian company, was founded in 1994 as 
a company that designs, produces and sells hardware and 
software products for the HOME & BUILDING 
AUTOMATION. 
During its history Sinthesi has never modified its philosophy 
aimed at commercialize only products designed, 
developed and produced directly by Sinthesi, completely 
MADE IN ITALY. 

SINTHESI is today the leader Italian company in the field of 
Home and Building Automation, with over 10,000 plants 
built in Italy and in the world in over 25 years of activity, 
whose primary objective has always been to develop 
products in step with technological evolution, o�ering 
designers, installers and system integrators products and 
systems for automation with market-leading performance 
globally. With this spirit Sinthesi has created 'PICnet', the 
system for building automation applications with the most 
advanced performances at global level.

Sinthesi designs and manufactures all the hardware and 
software components of the PICnet bus system, thus 
placing itself as the only and reliable interlocutor, available 
also for customizations of PICnet products.

Constant support to designers and installers
Thanks to its structure and its flexibility Sinthesi is able to 
promptly support the installer and the designer at all stages 
of design, installation and commissioning of a project.

Punctual technical assistance
Sinthesi provides constant technical assistance to its 
Customers, both through internal technical sta� from the 
headquarter and through Technical Assistance Centers 
present in all Italy and in Europe.

Free training courses
Sinthesi provides training courses at all levels, always free, 
to make the customer free to be independent at 100%
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The birth of Sinthesi. The idea of   integrate 
technological systems is conceived from the designers 
studio.

The birth of PICnet protocol. After a definition 
phase of protocol specifications, the first 
activities of the system are developed.

The first product range for BUILDING AUTOMATION.

Quality Certification is obtained, thanks to a 
valid organization system and company 
procedures. The product range is of about 60 
products.

The product range is of about 170 products, with a line 
dedicated to HOTEL AUTOMATION.

The sales network spreads throughout the Italian 
territory and expands in Eastern Europe. The 
product range is of about 200 products, with a 
line dedicated to THERMOREGULATION.

WEB supervision applications are developed and a 
new product line for SOUND DIFFUSION is launched. 
More than 200 products at catalogue.

The sales network expands in the Middle East 
and in the Gulf markets.

The new WIRELESS PICnet ZIGBEE product line is 
launched, bringing to over 800 the product codes 
always available.

Sinthesi celebrates 25 years of activity. The 
series dedicated to HOTEL AUTOMATION is 
renewed and expanded and new products are 
developed for the integration of PICnet systems 
with the latest generation user interfaces.

1994

1995

1997

2002

2004

2006

2010

2013

2016

2020
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THE SYSTEM
Each PICnet system is modular and consists of a central unit PN MAS 
called MASTER, which is the system CPU, with calculation 
performance of a professional-grade PLC, and from a number of 
peripheral modules, connected to each other by a 4-wire BUS cable or 
via wireless mesh connection. Each MASTER control unit can control 
up to 250 peripheral units, among which also other MASTER central 
units, in the case of multi-level systems.

SLAVE MODULES

MASTER
MODULE

The MASTER central unit speaks natively also with MODBUS protocol, 
one of the most widely used standards in every application area, either 
through the built-in Ethernet IP network port or through a serial port 
RS485 or RS232. PICnet systems are totally open and interfaceable with 
any third-party supervision software.
 
PICnet natively integrates with the open source platform OPENHAB, 
being able in this way to integrate directly with smart speaker Amazon 
Alexa, Google Home and Apple Homekit, among the others.
 
Each MASTER unit can control wireless PICnet systems using ZIGBEE 
protocol. There are also interface modules for integration with 
numerous other communication standards such as BACnet, KNX, LON, 
M-BUS and Mitsubishi. 
Sinthesi has also developed over the years numerous integrations with 
leading manufacturers of air conditioning, alarm and fire prevention 
systems.

Integration
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Sinthesi PICnet is the system for Home and Building Automation with 
top level performance at global level, both in terms of computing 
performance of the single units and in terms of BUS communication 
speed, since PICnet protocol communicates at 62500 bit/s. Extreme 
power and programming flexibility make it possible to implement the 
most advanced control functionalities. The system also has an 
incredible reliability and ranks at the top of the market for the longevity 
of the plants built.

Performance and reliability

Sinthesi can satisfy all possible application needs of its own Customers, 
counting on over 1000 PICnet product codes, always available in the 
catalog.

Wide Product Range

All PICnet products are designed, developed and manufactured by 
Sinthesi, and for this reason they speak PICnet natively, allowing the 
complete and total integration between the di�erent product lines 
(eg. hotel, audio, building, home automation, wireless, 
thermoregulation, etc.)

This allows to use the same tools, the same infrastructure, the same 
programming and supervision software to exploit the whole PICnet 
product range.

With PICnet the investment of designers and installers in training is 
exploitable in numerous applications and has value over time.

Universal solution

Sinthesi guarantees the complete compatibility of all new codes 
produced with the past and the complete availability of spare parts of 
any product code marketed from 1994 to today (with identical or 
equivalent product).

Complete backwards compatibility
and spare parts availability guaranteed for life
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The MASTER unit is the CPU of the PICnet system, it has 
performance and computing speed of an professional 
industrial automation PLC. Each MASTER unit can control 
up to 250 peripheral modules, including other MASTER 
units in case of multi-level systems.

MASTER UNIT

Selection
button

Display
Integrated
network port

Bus cable
connection

Serial connection
(RS232 o RS485)

MicroSD Slot

USB Port

Integrated
WEB Server
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The MASTER unit is equipped with 4 selection buttons and a display for user messages and 
alarms (also with variable fields), simplifying installation and management of the system. 
Through the display and the 4 selection buttons it is possible to set up to 128 time 
programmers (external lights, heating, etc.) and 128 parameters (temperatures, timings, etc.) 
freely definable directly from the Master unit. Through the MASTER unit it is also possible to 
carry out all module addressing and commissioning operations, without the need for any PC 
or other devices on the system.

The MASTER unit is equipped with a microSD port, which can be used for 2 di�erent     
purposes: 
- loading the system program. By simply inserting the microSD containing the updated 
program, the MASTER unit reprograms itself automatically; this allows to send the system 
program, or a modification of it, directly to the customer who will only have to insert the 
microSD into the MASTER, an operation that can also be carried out by non-specialized 
personnel.
- parameters and data recording in DATA LOGGER mode. With microSD inserted, the card 
can become a data logger support, on which parameters and data such as consumption, 
temperatures, alarms, etc. are recorded in text or .csv format and according to user-defined 
intervals.

The MASTER unit is equipped with an integrated Ethernet IP network port, an RS232 or 
RS485 serial port and a microUSB port for direct connection with the PC.

The MASTER unit speaks natively the MODBUS RTU standard both on the serial port and on 
the Ethernet IP network, therefore the PICnet systems are totally open and can be interfaced 
with any third party supervision software. It is never necessary to use exclusively Sinthesi 
software for plant supervision.

The MASTER unit is equipped with an integrated web server on which it is possible to directly 
upload the HTML graphic pages for remote supervision of the system, without the need for any 
additional supervision software or external devices, allowing to have a web based supervision 
even in the case of small plants.

The MASTER unit always contains the source program which therefore cannot be lost. It is 
impossible to lose the original program and being forced to reprogram the entire system even 
by simply changing some parameters or replacement of a single damaged component.

In case of failure of the MASTER unit, the basic functionalities of the system are maintained, the 
plant only loses the most advanced functions such as scenarios or automatisms, but 
continues to be fully functional.

The PICnet system is a deterministic system and the response time is constant and 
independent the operating conditions.
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PICnet systems require the use of a 4-wire BUS 
connection (one pair for power supply and one twisted 
pair for communication). The use of a shielded cable is 
NOT recommended in order not to increase the parasitic 
capacity of the cable and thus to be able to 
communicate at the maximum speed of 62500bit / s. 
The bus cable can be laid together with power cables 
without limitations.

In a PICnet system the wiring is completely free: in-out 
configurations, radial star, closed ring or combinations of 
the three topologies are admitted without limitations.

PICnet modules are small in size, facilitating installation 
inside the electrical panels. 

The PICnet module numbering procedure is a simple 
and immediate procedure and is covered by patent. 

In a PICnet system it is never required (and it is not 
recommended) surge protection because any incoming 
overvoltages of atmospheric origin from the power line 
cannot reach the bus line. 

The power supply of a PICnet system is obtained 
through common and chip low voltage 24Vdc power 
supplies. In PICnet systems multiple power supplies can 
be connected in parallel for get back-up power supply.
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A PICnet system, using appropriate modules dedicated to the specific 
functionalities, can manage numerous functions in any application area

THE MAIN FUNCTIONS

PICnet controls any typology of light source and type of control 
needed, like on/o� traditional lights, dimmable (DALI, 0-10V, phase cut, 
PWM), RGB, DMX, with definition of scenarios and with manual or 
automatic control with light and presence sensors.

Lighting control

PICnet can manage any kind of thermoregulation system adopted, like 
electric heating, radiant cooling and heating, radiators, fan-coil, 
monosplit or multisplit systems, with or without communication with 
the outdoor unit port.

Thermoregulation

It is possible to communicate the operating status of the main users of 
the building with an immediate notification of the fault conditions (e.g. 
burner lockout) or intervention protections (e.g. tripping of a switch).

Alarms reporting

PICnet products can implement access control systems, using infrared 
sensors and use electronic identification devices (such as badge, 
biometric fingerprint, code reader numeric).

Access control and people presence

By using suitable PICnet modules it is possible to manage in centralized 
mode all the technological utilities of the system (thermal power plant, 
pumping stations, air conditioning units, etc.).

Technological centers

PICnet systems implement complete hotel automation. It is possible to 
manage complete automation of rooms and common areas.

Hotel room automation

PICnet system has suitable products to implement professional nurse 
call and emergency call systems. Every call can be notified at a distance 
and at supervision points  (e.g. emergency call for handicap bathrooms 
or nurse call in hospitals).

Nurse call system

The supervision and control of the plant can be carried out both via a 
dedicated dashboard and via a remote web supervision platform.

Supervision and maintenance

Through PICnet consumption measuring devices it is possible to know 
the instantaneous consumption of each system and implement load 
control functions. PICnet also allows to implement proper energy 
management of the building, ensuring significant savings.

Load control and energy saving
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Complete room automation 
Reception system supervision and management
Complete control of common areas 
Access control 
Alarms reporting
Technological facilities control
PMS integration
Special systems integration

Lighting control 
Thermoregulation
Energy saving 
Load control 
Scenario management 
Security and alarm reporting 
Audio and video systems 
Supervision and app

Lighting control
Access control
Thermoregulation
Alarms reporting
Audio di�usion
Energy optimization
Technological facilities control
Remote control and supervision

OFFICES

Lighting control
Access control
Thermoregulation
Alarms reporting
Energy optimization
Technological facilities control
Automation control
Remote control and supervision

INDUSTRIAL

HOTELS AND RESORTS

LUXURY DOMOTICS
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Photovoltaic systems 
Air treatment unit 

Conditioning groups 
Thermal power stations 

Pumping stations

Wireless thermoregulation control 
Wireless alarm control 

Wireless lighting control 
Integration with existing BUS system 

Integrated supervision

TECHNOLOGICAL CENTERS

ENERGY CONSUMPTION OPTIMIZATION

Lighting control
Access control

Thermoregulation
Alarms reporting

Audio di�usion
Energy optimization

Technological facilities control
Remote control and supervision

RETAIL

Nurse call systems
Remote control and supervision

Alarms reporting
Lighting control
Access control

Thermoregulation
Energy optimization

Technological facilities control

HOSPITALS AND RETIREMENT HOMES
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AVAILABLE CIVIL PRODUCT SERIES

BTicino

Gewiss

All the shown trademarks are registered trademarks of their respective owners.

Vimar

Ave

Matix LunaAxolute

Light Living InternationalLight Tech

Noir DomusBlanc

Playbus ChorusSystem

Plana EikonIdea

Feel

Minimal NoirGloss
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Anxiety to find the right plate?
Take it easy.

If you choose PICnet, choose any plate you want.

Eclettis Snooth Line  series

Feel Minimal series

Sinthesi PICnet PN GLASS

Sinthesi PICnet
HOTEL GLASS series





Thanks to the modularity of the system and the flexibility of 
the programming, using the di�erent products of the 
system PICnet is possible to tackle the automation of the 
systems in the most diverse applications:

In every plant situation it is possible to find in the PICnet 
product range the most suitable and e�ective solution to 
guarantee full satisfaction for the Installer, the design 
engineering and the final client.

Lighting control 
Thermoregulation 
Alarms reporting 
Load control and energy saving 
Access control and people presence 
Technological centers
Hotel room automation 
Nurse call systems 
Supervision and maintenance

PICnet bus system: its only limit is your imagination

A p p l i c a t i o n  e x a m p l e s



By using a PICnet bus system it is easy to implement a 
powerful and flexible system which can be adapted over  
time to to suit the users' needs.
The PICnet system o�ers the simplest and most flexible 
solution for the integration, control and management of 
all the technology found in the workplace, for example 
air conditioning, energy saving, access control and all 
the other technological applications.

By using the PICnet system it is possible to intelligently 
manage the environment where we work; just one 
system is used to control the individual devices installed 
and to make them interact with each other.
The result is complete control of the work environment, 
both locally and remotely.
For instance, it is the system which warns when an alarm 
occurs, or alternatively we can query it remotely to 
check if we have enabled the alarm in the o�ce, for 
example.

The PICnet system has countless applications including 
simple event programming like the automatic opening 
and closing of shutters, local and centralized control of 
lighting equipment, smart management of temperature 
control and even the possibility of programming 
scenarios which include various amenities or utilities 
o�ered by our o�ce.

Using the same modules it is also possible to smartly 
manage the lighting system, optimising consumption 
and thus obtaining significant energy savings.
In fact, general on/o� functions can be easily 
implemented, controlled from a single supervision and 
control point, or for example, it is possible to set up light 
units controlled by twilight sensors for main accesses 
and additional timed lighting controlled by presence 
sensors or floor pushbuttons.

For bathrooms, passive infrared presence sensors can be 
installed for timed activation of bathroom lights thus 
avoiding a user from having to search for and turn on the 
lights (or keep them from accidentally going o�) and 
preventing wasting energy.

APPLICATIONEXAMPLEAPPLICATIONEXAMPLE

Office Management
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O�ce Management

By using a personal computer stably connected to a 
central unit it is possible to obtain complete system 
supervision in a simple and intuitive manner via graphic 
maps which let users, even those who are not experts, 
be continuously updated in the system's operation and 
interact with it.

Thanks to the features of the supervision and control 
software it is also possible to enable and control the 
various utilities displayed on the screen.

This possibility is also extended to computers connected 
in a local network or through a remote connection via 
telephone lines and internet connection, thus allowing 
easy implementation of remote control services and 
complete remote management of the system.

System supervision

PNMAS Central Unit

Office 1

Office 3

Office 2

Office 4

PN PAN

PN LUX PN PAN

PN TERM

PN GLASS PN 2I2OW

PN BADGE G PN RGBPN IR

PN SPLIT WPV NTC

PN 4I2OA

PN 8OR

PN DIM
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Thanks to the PICnet system, it is possible to automatically 
adjust the amount of artificial light based on the natural light 
in order to guarantee the optimal light value on the work 
surface in all circumstances.

Based on the distance from windows, each luxmeter reads 
a different brightness value. At this point the system 
calculates the amount needed to reach the set brightness 
and thus increases or decreases the intensity of the lights.

In the same manner, it will be possible to automatically 
open and close curtains, in order to receive sunlight only 
when it does not create vision disturbances in compliance 
with statutory regulations.

Energy savings

Thanks to PN PAN management panels it is possible to 
simply and intuitively manage the various utilities: the PN 
PAN module is equipped with eight pushbuttons with 
customisable graphics based on the utility you want to 
manage (lights, shutters, curtains, etc.), each of which has 
a LED indicating the state of the associated utility.

Centralized controls
or scenario management

EXTERNAL LIGHT INCIDENCE

ora
0 2420

lux

Required light

5

Natural light

300

Scenarios management

PN PAN

150 Lux reading

50 Lux reading

PN LUX

PN LUX

ILLUMINAZIONE

50 %

ILLUMINAZIONE

90 %

Lighting management

Presence control

PN 4I2OA

PN SPL

PN DALI



No matter what temperature control system is used, the 
PICnet system makes it possible to identify the best 
solution
for optimal management. In the case of radiators, floor 
systems or fan-coils, the use of the PN TERM or PN DTERM 
recessed module is the most flexible and economical 
solution. The modules have on board relay outputs for the 
command of the zone valve or the convector speeds and 
are available for the main civil series. In the case of radiant 
cooling systems, the use of the temperature and humidity 
probe PN HUMI avoids the condensation on the floor. 
Thanks to the programming power and system flexibility it 
is possible to implement various functions aimed at energy 
saving:

For the control of the direct expansion units (split systems), 
which normally do not possess a control terminal board or 
signals suitable for centralized management, the PICnet 
system includes the use of the built-in PN SPLIT W module. 
The module is composed of a local control panel and a 
high emission power infrared transmitter which, thanks to 
a patented technology, is able to reproduce controls 
available via remote control guaranteeing complete remote 
control of the unit. 

Limitation of the temperature regulation field by the 
employees settable from Personal Computer.
Automatic setting of a maintenance temperature in 
particular time slots.
Automatic setting of a minimum anti-freeze temperature 
in periods of no use.
Disabling of temperature setting when windows are 
open.
Centralized summer/winter changeover.

Office Management
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Thermoregulation

Split management

Window contact

PV NTC

PN TERM PN DTERM

FanCoil and window
contact management

Humidity control

PN SPLIT W

hour
0 2420

temperature

8 12 14 18

10°

15°

20° -2°-2°
+2° +2°

PN HUMI

APPLICATIONEXAMPLEAPPLICATIONEXAMPLE
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Thanks to the PICnet system it is possible to manage 
accesses to various departments in complete security 
using a transponder badge reader, which ensures very high 
reliability in terms of security, by recording the entrance/exit 
of all maintenance personnel and employees.
Each code corresponds to a different user, who has free 
access to departments only on the established days and 
at the established times.

The technology used places this product on the cutting 
edge of its industry since the identification badge used for 
access is composed of a normal badge in credit card 
format without a magnetic band or electrical contacts.
This has made it possible to completely eliminate the 
typical faults connected with traditional technologies due 
to damage to the magnetic band or oxidation of the 
contacts.

Each PN BADGE module can store up to 1300 different 
badge codes in a range of 65000 different codes.
The different badge codes can be divided into 8 separate
enablement groups to easily enable or disable all of the 
badges belonging to the same group based, for example,
on a specific time.

Access Control

With the use of mixed PN 2I2O modules with 2 digital inputs 
and 2 relay outputs (in DIN rail mounted format or wall 
built-in) it is possible to manage controls for lighting and 
powered curtains and doors.
Using these modules it is possible to manage room lighting 
in a traditional manner by connecting the on/off 
pushbuttons to the inputs and the lighting devices to 
contactors controlled by system outputs.
The power to the energy distribution columns is distributed 
in a selective manner based on time bands or on the group 
to which people who have access to the department 
belong (e.g. access of cleaning personnel enables just the 
service sockets, while access of an operator powers the 
tower of his/her workstation).

Using the Badge Manager software it is 
possible to record entrances/exits and enable 
accesses for individual users or specific 
groups.

Electrical utility management

PN BADGE G
PN KEYW

Access control

Electrical utility management

PN 8OR

Shutter management

PN 2I2OW



The management of a conference room is characterized 
by different variables where it is useful to set up specifically 
designed scenarios in order to automatically and 
autonomously manage the maximum comfort level for 
normal and extraordinary events, showing films, 
conferences, etc. without the assistance of specialists and 
without having to repeat lengthy set up phases each time.

Using the PN PAN module or the PN IR infrared receiver it 
is possible to adjust the light intensity of the various light 
sources, set the opening and closing of curtains, shutters 
and screens, and memorize the environmental situation 
created in scenarios which can be recalled by simply 
pressing a key.
The system takes care of automatically setting the utilities 
based on what is requested with cross-fades of the light 
sources without forcing the operator to repeat complex 
setup operations.

Office Management
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Conference room

The influence of light and colours on people's 
equilibrium and amount of concentration has 
beenknown for a long time.
Today, suitable colour shades and temperatures can  
be obtained with fluorescent lights thanks to low-cost 
dimmer-equipped reactors and to the availability of 
fluorescent tubes in 3 colours: red, green and blue, 
with the possibility of adding a white tube toguarantee 
greater colour flexibility.
By mixing the lights according to the primary colours  
of light it is possible to create lighting scenarios with 
countless colour shades.

RGB technique

Curtain control

PN 2I2OW

Lighting control

PN RGB

PN 2I2OW

Cloth automation

Scenario control

PN PAN

Scenario control

PN IR

PN DIM

Lighting control

PN DMX

APPLICATIONEXAMPLEAPPLICATIONEXAMPLE
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Technological utility management
and alarm report
By using suitable input and output modules, it is possible 
to centrally manage all the system technological utilities 
(hea t ing con t ro l un i t , pumping s ta t ions , a i r 
conditioningunits, etc.). Likewise all the related 
technological alarms can  be indicated at the supervision 
points, e.g.:

switch tripping
thermal relay tripping
technological alarms
handicapped bathrooms call
opening emergency doors

All indications can be reported with alarm messages on the 
supervision PC or on the display of the PN MAS module.
For technological alarms SMS messages can be sent 
automatically to the electrical or plumbing maintenance 
person for the system.

PN LINK WEB

Supervision

PN 4I4O

Chilling unit

PN 8I8O

Light control
and alarm report

Heating plant

PN 4I4O

PN 8I8O

Light control
and alarm report
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The system is composed of a PN MAS management unit, 
located in the main panel, whose job is to manage the 
various utilities via the modules distributed in the field and 
connected with BUS cable.

Hotel Management

Room equipment
Given the great flexibility and modularity of the system it is 
possible to select various system configurations based on 
the complexity of room automation and of the relevant 
functions.

management of public area hallway lights

management of outdoor lights

temperature control for public areas

fault warnings (e.g. boiler shutoff or pump thermal 
tripping)

handicapped bathroom alarm calls

emergency door opening, etc.

The PICnet system, using suitable peripheral modules, can 
also be used to centrally manage numerous functions from  
the reception, in particular:

Room management
Thanks to the programming power and system flexibility it 
is possible to implement various functions aimed at energy  
saving:

Limitation of the temperature regulation field by the 
guests settable from PC.
Automatic setting of a maintenance temperature when 
guests are not in room
Automatic setting of an economy temperature for 
vacant rooms
Automatic light shutoff when guests leave rooms after 
a programmed delay
Automatic shutoff of fan-coil when window is opened

Using the bus connection it is also possible to report 
various service and alarm warnings on the reception 
supervision PC:

room bathroom alarm
open window with no guest alarm
do not disturb sign
occupied room sign
made up room sign
room temperature indication
requested temperature indication
enabled fan-coil sign
room alarm reset

These possibilities can be used to efficiently manage 
rooms in a simple and effective manner.

In addition, thanks to its modular design the system can be 
later expanded without any intervention on the parts of the  
system already in use, thus guaranteeing the investment 
made over time.
For example it will be possible to add management of other 
functions or areas of the facility (e.g. other rooms or public 
areas) by simply extending the bus cable to the involved 
areas and adding the necessary modules.

Hotel Manager Web

Room Room

Room Room

Outdoor areas

Technological utilities

Public areas

APPLICATIONEXAMPLEAPPLICATIONEXAMPLE
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Typical installation in hotels for winter use.

Basic system with radiator or panel heating and bathroom
alarm.

Solution particularly suited for renovating small hotels 
without special system automation needs.
Room access with traditional key.
Activation of the comfort temperature setting profile only 
occurs if the room is occupied, thanks to the guest present 
check system, with the "badge holder slot", where the 
badge is put once the guest enters the room.
The window contacts and badge holder contacts stop 
heating if the guest is absent or if a window remains open 
for a long period.

The smart badge holder distinguishes a transponder 
badge from other card types and is equipped with a 
flashing light when the card is not inserted.

Room temperature sensor
Room temperature setting
Bathroom cord
Window contact/ guest present in room

Area valve activation for
temperature setting

Inputs Outputs

Type 1 room

Window contact

Bath cord

Solenoid valve
Room control

PN BINPN TERM



Gestione alberghiera
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Type 2 room

Typical installation in hotels for business users.

System complete with 3 speed fan-coil heating and 
bathroom alarm. Guest present in room detection.
Window contact to automatically turn off temperature 
setting if the window is left open for a long period.
Door contact with turning on of courtesy light, do not disturb 
control and independent bathroom temperature setting.
Room access control with electronic lock and outside door 
indication of room status.

Activation of the electricity and comfort air conditioning 
profile only occurs if the room is occupied, thanks to the 
guest present check system with the "badge holder".
Room access control with transponder badge reader, 
ensures a very high reliability with the registration of each 
entrance/exit of personnel and the guest.

Room temperature sensor
Bathroom temperature sensor
Bathroom alarm cord
Guest present in room
Window contact
Door contact

Area valve activation for room
temperature setting
Area valve activation for bathroom
temperature setting
Room Power Line activation
Fan-coil speed control
Courtesy lights
Door electronic lock activation
Outside door do not disturb sign
Outside door guest present sign
Outside door room alarm warning
Outside door window open warning

Inputs Outputs

Made up room setting
Room temperature setting
Fan-coil speed setting
Do not disturb control

Settings

Temperature sensor

Access control

Window contact

Bath cord

Solenoid valve

Room power line

Room control

PN BINPN DIGITERM

PN BADGE D

PV NTC

APPLICATIONEXAMPLEAPPLICATIONEXAMPLE

Courtesy light
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Type 3 room

Room temperature sensor
Bathroom alarm cord
Guest present in room
Window contact
Door contact

Area valve activation for room
temperature setting
Room Power Line activation
Split speed control
Courtesy lights
Door electronic lock activation
Outside door do not disturb sign
Outside door guest present sign
Outside door room alarm warning
Outside door window open warning

Inputs Outputs

Made up room setting
Room temperature setting
Split speed setting
Do not disturb control

Settings

Typical installation in summer use hotels (air 
conditioning only) or in hotel renovations with radiator 
heating.

System with split air conditioning and bathroom alarm.
Guest present in room detection.
Window contact to automatically turn off temperature 
setting if the window is left open for a long period.
Door contact with turning on of courtesy light, do not disturb 
control.

Room access control with electronic lock and outside door 
indication of room status.
Activation of the electricity and comfort air conditioning 
profile only occurs if the room is occupied, thanks to the 
guest present check system with the "badge holder".

Temperature sensorWindow contact

Bath cord

Room power line

PV NTC

Room control

PN BINPN SPLIT

IR transmitter

PN BADGE D

Access control
Courtesy light
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Type 4 room

Typical installation in luxury hotels.

Complete hotel automation system with 3-speed fan-coil 
(or split) thermoregulation and bathroom alarm. Guest 
presence detection in the room. Window contact for 
automatic shutdown of the thermoregulation in case of 
prolonged opening. Door contact for switching on courtesy 
light, do not disturb command and independent bathroom 
thermoregulation. Room automation control via sidebed 
button panel and dedicated glass panel or 4” touch screen. 
Module dedicated to the management of LED strips or 
DMX controllers for chromotherapy. Bluetooth module for 
direct audio streaming from the guest's smartphone. Room 
access control with electric lock and room status out door 
signaling.
 
The activation of the electricity and the comfort conditioning 
profile occurs only in the case of an occupied room, thanks 
to the customer presence verification system through a 
special "card rest pocket" glass. The access control to the 
room by means of a transponder glass badge reader 
ensures very high reliability with the recording of each 
transit of both the service staff and the customer

Room temperature sensor
Bathroom temperature sensor
Bathroom alarm cord
Guest present in room
Window contact
Door contact
Streaming audio input
Touch panels commands

Area valve / split activation for room 
temperature setting
Area valve activation for bathroom
temperature setting
Room Power Line activation
Fan-coil/spit speed control
Courtesy lights
Door electronic lock activation
Outside door do not disturb sign
Outside door guest present sign
Outside door room alarm warning
Outside door window open warning
Streaming audio
DMX lights control
Scenarios management

Inputs Outputs

Made up room setting
Room temperature setting
Fan-coil/split speed setting
Do not disturb control
Audio settings
Scenarios control
DMX control

Settings

Temperature sensor

Access control

Window contact

Bath cord

Solenoid valve

Room power line

Courtesy light

Bed call

Room control

PN BIN V

PN BLT

PN TOUCH 4

PN DIGITERM V

PN BADGE D V

PV NTC

PN BED V

103
Do not disturb

APPLICATIONEXAMPLEAPPLICATIONEXAMPLE
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Type 5 room

Room temperature sensor
Bathroom temperature sensor
Bathroom alarm cord
Guest present in room
Window contact

Area valve/fancoil activation for room 
temperature setting
Room alarm warning
Window open warning

Inputs Outputs

Room temperature setting
Split speed setting

Settings

Typical installation in existing hotels without the need 
for invasive interventions.

Wireless room automation system. 3-speed fan-coil control 
or radiator valve. Bathroom alarm. Guest presence 
detection in the room for the activation of thermoregulation. 
W indow con tac t f o r au tomat i c shu tdown o f 
thermoregulation in case of prolonged opening. Wireless 
temperature probes.

The w i re l ess sys tem a l l ows to manage the 
thermoregulation of the room in an automated way without 
the need for invasive interventions but at the same time 
guaranteeing significant energy savings.

Temperature sensorWindow contact

Bath cord

PZ PROBE

PZ CONTACT

PZ VALVE

PZ FAN

Room guest presence

PN BIN

BUS

PN ZIGB
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Home Automation

PN 2I2O

Garage tilt door

Using the PICnet bus system, new technologies can be 
made available in homes for improving the quality of life.
Turning on, turning off, controlling, receiving alarms, 
opening and heating even with simple SMS. All of the 
systems operate in harmony without complex installations 
thanks to built-in modules and system modularity.

With PICnet Home Automation no longer needs to be 
viewed as an expensive accessory only suited for very high 
level new implementations, on the contrary it is a set of 
solutions which can be offered for medium level 
implementations and to renovate existing systems, thanks 
to the availability of low cost products which are 
increasingly simple to install and operate.

The use of built-in modules in standard wall boxes also  
makes it possible to use the normal contact blocks and 
plates found on the market without compromising on 
aesthetics.

By using an PICnet system it is extremely simple to adjust room temperature according to optimal 
profiles. When no one is in the room the system automatically lowers the temperature and resets 
it when a person returns, or stops the heating when rooms are being aired.

Energy Savings

Using a PN LOAD module the PICnet system makes it possible to prevent black-outs due to 
excessive energy consumption. The system detects instantaneous consumption and 
enables/disables appliances based on an established priority preventing irritating power failures 
we are all too familiar with.

The adoption of new digital meters also allows for introduction of new consumption counting 
methods in order to push users to use energy at times when demand is lower.
Using a consumption management system makes it possible to easily program home utilities 
without any need for additional operations or changes to the system.

Load control

PN 2I2OW

Curtain automation

PN 2I2OW

Shutter automation

PN 8OR

Irrigation management

PN 4I4O

Outdoor lights

PN METEO

Weather station

APPLICATIONEXAMPLEAPPLICATIONEXAMPLE
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Alarms and security
All of the technological alarms in the house are controlled: 
gas leaks, flooding, emergencies and switch tripping.
Moreover, the PICnet system interfaces with the 
anti-intrusion system to activate dissuasion measures, for 
example by turning on all the lights at the first indication of 
alarm or simulating the presence of people in the house 
when the alarm is enabled: at preset times the shutters are 
raised in the morning and lowered at night, while the lights 
go on and off according to sequences which are always 
different.

Use of the PN GSM modem module makes it possible to 
constantly remotely check the state of the house and to 
send or receive SMS, e.g. to best prepare your house for 
your return.

PN DTERM

PN LOAD

Load control

Access control
Presence simulation
Anti-intrusion
Technical alarms

Security

Energy management
Load programming
Temperature setting
Lighting management

Savings
Temperature state control
Air conditioning programming
Alarm reporting
Activation and checking of 
device state

Remote Control
Scenarios
Light automation
Shutter automation
Temperature setting
Programmed actions
Sound diffusion
Load control
Bio-architecture

Comfort

Just by pressing a pushbutton it is possible to control all the doors and windows in order to simplify 
all "activation" and "deactivation" operations in the house in the morning and at night.
The PN METEO weather station also makes it possible to create interesting automatic operations  
to protect the house. The module detects the wind speed and light intensity and in the event of 
strong wind or a sharp decrease in light during the daytime (indicating an imminent thunderstorm) 
the system closes outer curtains and lowers shutters.

The module also includes a rain sensor used to manage the irrigation system.
The solenoids are controlled by hourly programming, but if it rains the systems stops the irrigation, 
while in the event of a prolonged drought the irrigation times are automatically lengthened.

Automatic operations

Thermoregulation

PN 8OR

PN GLASS

Scenario management

PN PAN

Control Panel

PN DIM

Light regulation

PN 8I8O

Light control

PN TOUCH 4
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PNMAS central unit

Room Room

Room Room

Room Room

The PICnet system can be used to create call management 
and supervision systems in healthcare facilities for patients 
and doctors and/or paramedics to the supervision rooms,  
to other rooms or departments, and to places outside the 
hospital in order to guarantee high services and 
organizational standards able to meet all types of request.

In this context the PICnet system, in addition to greatly 
improving organizational conditions in hospitals, private 
clinics and nursing homes, increases the level of service  
and security for patients and optimises the efficiency and 
effectiveness of the healthcare personnel who work there.
All of the information (for example type of call, room 
number, bed number and event log) and faults are 
detected, controlled and displayed by the system, 
simplifying not just the work of those who use it, but also 
that of the technical personnel who installs it and who has 
to perform any maintenance work (for example to expand 
the system).

The system is composed of a PN MAS management unit, 
located in the nursing station, which has the job of 
managing the calls and alarms coming from the various 
rooms via the BUS cable and modules distributed in the 
field.

Call system management

In the same manner as for patient rooms, alarm 
management in independent assisted bathrooms is 
performed with a mixed DIN rail mounted PN 2I2O module 
(or with the equivalent built-in PN 2I2OW) equipped with 2 
opto-insulated digital inputs and 2 relay outputs for 
managing the following:

Assisted bathroom management

When help is requested the outside door warning light goes 
on and a specific message is sent to the floor displays and 
supervision point.
The assigned personnel presses a pushbutton 
acknowledging the alarm thus turning on the courtesy light 
located in the bathroom.
A local operation mode is included for all the mixed PN 2I2O 
and PN 4I4O modules used on the rooms, which, in the 
event of a fault in the bus system central unit, makes is 
possible to turn on the outside door warning light in the 
event of an alarm, always guaranteeing minimum 
functionality of the system.

Handicapped bathroom call
Alarm reset pushbutton

Inputs

Outside door warning light
Courtesy light

Outputs
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Room equipment

The presence of a mixed DIN rail mounted PN 4I4O (or its equivalent built-in PN 4I4OW in 
standard wall boxes) is included in each room equipped with 4 opto-insulated digital inputs 
and 4 relay outputs for managing the following utilities:

In the event of an alarm call from the patient the 
corresponding outside door warning light goes on and an
alarm message is displayed at the supervision workstation 
and on the floor display.

The assigned personnel will notify the patient of the 
received alarm by turning on the courtesy light and will go 
to the specific room to intervene.
Once they reach the room they can reset the alarm using 
the specific entrance contact and if they need to remain in 
the room for some time they can enable call transfer which 
activates an acoustic warning in the event of an alarm from 
another room.

Call transfer is activated by pressing a specific pushbutton 
or by prolonged pressing on the reset pushbutton and will
cause the outside door lamp (indicating the presence of 
personnel in the room) and the courtesy signal to flash to 
remind the nurse.

An additional prolonged pressing of the call transfer control 
will end this functionality (with possible reset also from the
supervision workstation).

Bathroom call/Headboard call
Headboard call
Local alarm reset
Call transfer

Inputs
Outside door warning light
Room buzzer
Courtesy light
Spare

Outputs

Alarm management

Room Controller

Bath cord

Bed callCall transfer

Alarm reset

Courtesy light

Buzzer

Outside door light

Air quality
management option

Voice call option
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A PN VIS display module is included on each floor which 
only displays the alarms for the floor, while the PN MAS 
module located in the supervision workstation displays all 
active alarms.
In the event of an alarm the buzzer on the PN VIS and PN 
MAS modules is activated and the relay output on board is 
controlled for activation of any other optical/acoustic 
warnings.
The activation and deactivation date and time are 
memorized for each alarm on the static memory to be able 
to later check the event.

In the event of various pending alarms they can be 
displayed cyclically at a preset frequency or on command.
In addition a PN PAN module or mixed PN4I4OW module 
in a built-in container for standard wall boxes will be installed 
at the supervision workstation for connection of the 
following devices:

Supervision point

Lastly, by keeping a PC stably connected with the master unit it is possible to see the situation 
of the rooms on graphic maps of the facility using the PN LINK PRO software.

alarm acknowledgement pushbutton (turning on 
courtesy light in room)

call transfer reset pushbutton

alarm night-time transfer reset pushbutton

call transfer enabled warning light

alarm night-time transfer enabled warning light

With the use of suitably set up telephone switchboards it is 
possible to route alarm calls received by the system on 
pagers or mobile phones in the possession of facility 
operators.

Using the PN COM module (equipped with RS 232 
serialport), the PICnet system can send alarm messages to 
the switchboard which then forwards them as requested. 

Alarm transmission

By using the PN GSM module all the alarms can be 
remotely forwarded via SMS to one or more mobile 
phone numbers.
It is also possible to query the system in real time to 
download the most recent alarms as in the examples 
below:

SMS: “Alarms?” Answer: “No alarm detected”
or    Answer: “Bathroom call alarm room 28”

PN MAS
MODULE

SMS

PN COMPN GSM

PN RSA PN TOUCH4

SUPERVISION ROOMROOM 1

F
LO

O
R

 1

GENERAL SUPERVISION

Switchboard
RS 232

Pager

BUS

PN RSA PN VIS

ROOM N

PN RSA PN TOUCH4

SUPERVISION ROOMROOM 1

F
LO

O
R

 N

PN RSA PN VIS

ROOM N
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Call management

Alarm/Time display

Outside door light

System controller

Room
controller

PN MAS

PN TOUCH4

PN VIS4

Supervision
room

Room
controller
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Industrial applications
It is very interesting the use of a PICnet bus system in all 
industrial and tertiary applications for the control and 
management of all the utilities for warehouses and 
industrial sites. The particular construction technology of 
the PICnet bus system and the reliability of the products 
guarantee a very high immunity to disturbances even in 
the most critical installation conditions. This allows to 
greatly simplify the wiring of the system allowing the laying 
of the bus cable even near power lines without the need 
for special measures.

Furthermore, the possibility of controlling the operation of 
all systems and technological utilities by laying a simple 
bus cable, allows a considerable reduction in work time 
and a significant reduction in the size of the cable ways.

Through the use of appropriate generic or specialized 
modules, there are many functions that can be managed 
by a PICnet system:

Departments thermoregulation control
Access control
Gate control
Lighting management
Load control
Skylights control

Skylights Control
By means of output or mixed modules, the opening and 
closing commands can be managed either by local 
buttons or by manual centralized commands (for example 
by using PN PANIND industrial push-buttons) or by 
automatic timed programmers. If these modules are 
associated with a PN METEO module it is also possible 
automatic to implement functions for opening during 
daytime and closing at night or in case of rain and wind.

Thermoregulation Control
The use of PN 4I2O2PT modules is the ideal solution for 
managing the thermoregulation of the departments using 
hot air generators or radiant strips. The module can 
manage independently the thermoregulation of two zones 
by reading the room temperature through PT 100 probes, 
particularly suitable for industrial environments, and by 
controlling the heating device.

This is possible thanks to the outputs available and on the 
basis of a set point defined by the user directly from the 
Master module or through a supervision pc. A series of 
digital inputs are available for the connection of alarm 
contacts (e.g. burner lock) or control buttons, for example 
for the heating timed extension beyond the set time.

Access Control
All the accesses to the building can be controlled with 
appropriate badge readers, also available in tropicalized 
version for outdoor installation. Thanks to the PICnet 
system it is possible to safely manage access to the 
various departments using transponder badge readers, 
which ensure high reliability in terms of security, with the 
registration of each transit of both service personnel and 
employees.
Each code corresponds to a different user, who has free 
access to the departments of his competence only on 
established days and times.

Lighting Management
There are numerous lighting control options offered by the PICnet system. For the lighting of the 
departments, smart plugs can be provided for the busbar in order to combine the convenience 
of installation of the electrified conduits with the flexibility given by the possibility to freely configure 
the individual ignitions. The use of a PN LUX luxmeter module also makes it possible to 
automatically control the different ignition groups when the part of natural lighting entering from 
windows and skylights varies, ensuring the minimum illuminance values required by the 
Regulations are maintained, and at the same time ensuring relevant energy savings.

Load Control
Through the use of the PN CVM energy measurement module combined with PN 8OR output 
modules, the PICnet system avoids blackouts due to excessive energy consumption or due to 
the exceeding of the contractual power limits. In fact, the system detects instantaneous 
consumption and activates / deactivates the lowest priority loads (e.g. air compressors, 
refrigeration units) according to pre-established priorities, avoiding disservices or tariff penalties. 
Alternatively, the system can activate an acoustic optical alarm when the load threshold is 
exceeded, leaving the user the choice of the right countermeasures in order to reduce 
consumption to acceptable values.

Monitoring of environmental indices and consumption
Through the PICnet systems and the GRAFANA software it is possible to have constant 
monitoring and accurate trend of any value to be measured, as environmental parameters, of air 
quality, temperature, instantaneous and cumulative consumption. This functionality is extremely 
useful for the energy monitoring of the plant by the energy managers who manage the plants.

Gate Control
In the case of logistic warehouses with frequent loading and unloading operations it is extremely 
useful to control the doors by means of access control modules. Normally these doors are 
operated manually, with consequent considerable thermal expenditure for the prolonged 
openings during the entire loading operation, or by proximity sensors which can give untimely 
commands even during the normal operation of the warehouse. Thanks to this access control 
module instead, the forklift driver can move freely in the warehouse during normal goods sorting 
operations, while in case of loading / unloading operations he will keep the corresponding badge 
in order to command the opening of the gate only when he approaches.

APPLICATIONEXAMPLEAPPLICATIONEXAMPLE
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Luminosity sensor

PN PANIND

Ignition command

Gate control

PN METEO

Weather station

PV PT 100

PT 100 Probe

Thermoregulation

PN 4I2O2PT

PN 2I2O

PN 2I2O

Skylight automation

Access control

PN BADGE G

PN 8OR

Ignition control

Load management

PN 8ORPN CVM

PN LUX
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PNMAS central unit

Outdoor areas

Lighting

Thermoregulation

Emergency door control

Assisted bath control

Access control

Technological utilities

Access Control
Thanks to the PICnet system it is possible to safely manage 
access to the various departments by means of a 
transponder badge reader, which ensures a very high 
reliability in terms of security, with the registration of each 
transit of both service personnel and employees.

Each code corresponds to a different user, who has free 
access to the departments of his competence only on the 
days and at the established times. The technology used 
puts this product at the forefront of its sector since the 
access card is made of a normal card in a credit card format 
without magnetic strip or electrical contacts. In this way the 
malfunctions typical of traditional technologies due to 
damage to the magnetic strip or to oxidation of the contacts 
are completely eliminated.

Each reader can store up to 1300 different card codes in a 
range of 65,000 different codes. The card codes can be 
subdivided into 8 different enabling groups to allow the 
activation or deactivation of all the cards belonging to the 
same group in function, for instance, of an hourly 
consensus.

Using a PICnet bus system, it is easy to create a powerful 
and flexible system that can adapt to users' needs over 
time.

The need to integrate, control and manage all the 
technology that is present in the workplace, for example air 
conditioning, energy saving, temperature control of cold 
rooms and all other technological applications, find in the 
PICnet system the simplest and most flexible answer. 
Through the use of the PICnet system, it is in fact possible 
to intelligently manage the environment in which people 
operate; it allows to control with a single system the single 
devices installed and to make them interact with each other. 
The result is therefore the total control of the plants, both 
direct and remote.

The applications of the PICnet system are countless, from 
the simple programming of events such as the automatic 
opening or closing of skylights, the local and centralized 
control of lighting devices, from the intelligent management 
of the thermoregulation up to the possibility of 
programming scenarios according to the operating 
condition of the sales point.

Shopping Centre Management

Using a personal computer permanently connected to the 
central unit it is possible to have a complete supervision of 
the system in simple and intuitive form through graphic 
maps that also allow an untrained user to be continuously 
updated on the system's operating status and to interact 
with it.

Thanks to the potential of the supervision and control 
software it is in fact possible to activate or control the 
different features displayed on the screen.

This possibility also extends in the case of computers 
connected in a local network or through a remote 
connection through a telephone line or through an internet 
connection, thus allowing easy implementation of remote 
control services and total remote management of the plant.

Plant Supervision

APPLICATIONEXAMPLEAPPLICATIONEXAMPLE
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Alarms Reporting
In addition to the management of the utilities strictly connected to the operation of the supermarket, 
it is possible to have a remote reporting of any type of breakdown. All these messages can be 
reported by means of alarm messages on the supervision PC or on the display of the PN MAS 
module. Furthermore, by combining a PN-GSM modem to the system, it is possible to receive 
such alarm messages in the form of SMS messages sent to mobile phone numbers or to dialogue 
with the system in real time through SMS messages.

Switch tripping
thermal relay intervention
alarm call from freight elevator
alarm call from disabled baths
emergency doors opening
cell temperature alarm

Alarm Messages

Technological users management and alarms reporting
Through the use of appropriate input and output modules it is possible to centrally manage all the 
technological utilities of the plant (thermal power plant, pumping stations, air conditioning units, 
air treatment units, etc.). Similarly, all related technological alarms can be reported at the 
supervision point.

Energy Saving
Thanks to the PICnet system, it is possible to automatically 
regulate the part of artificial light according to the natural 
one in order to guarantee the optimal illumination of the 
environment in all circumstances.

Depending on the distance from the windows, a different 
luxmeter reads a brightness value. At this point the system 
will calculate the deviation necessary to reach the set 
brightness and therefore to increase or decrease the 
intensity of the lamps.

Using the same modules, it will also be possible to 
intelligently manage the lighting system, optimizing 
consumption and thus obtaining significant energy 
savings. In fact, several relevant functions can be easily 
implemented, such as general power on / off controlled by 
a single monitoring and control point, or it is possible, for 
example, to providing groups of lights controlled by 
crepuscular sensors for the main accesses and an 
additional timed lighting system, controlled by presence 
sensors.

Centralized commands and
scenarios management
Thanks to the PN PAN management panels, it is possible 
to manage the various functions in a simple and intuitive 
way: the PN PAN module has eight buttons with 
customizable graphics according to the system you want 
to manage (lights, skylights, etc ...), each of which has a 
LED light indicating the status of the associated function.

Car park lighting management

Electric cabin alarms

Heating plant management Air handling
unit management

Air conditioning
management

Cold room temperature control

Lighting control
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Automated parking space management
The PICnet bus system is a distributed control system used 
to control and manage all electrical utilities present in a 
building in a simple and flexible manner.
When applied to automated parking space management it 
makes it possible to automatically manage each system, 
guaranteeing a reduction in consumption and simple use.

Lighting system

For multi-level car parks, by using PN 4I4O modules (4 
digital inputs and 4 relay outputs), or PN 8OR modules (8 
relay outputs) it is possibly to intelligently manage the 
lighting system of lanes and access ramps optimising 
consumption and thus obtaining significant energy 
savings.

For example, it is possible to set up lighting units controlled 
by twilight sensors for the main accesses and for basic 
lighting of lanes, and additional lighting of lanes controlled 
by presence sensors or magnetic contacts.
When a car goes by or an access door is opened the area 
lights are activated for a set time.
This way only lights which are actually useful are activated  
for the time strictly necessary for entering and leaving the 
parking.

Other similar measures can be set up to reduce energy 
consumption for lighting of outdoor areas.
For example, by using light sensors it is possible to activate 
outdoor lights divided into separate activation units in order 
to integrate natural light with the artificial light strictly 
needed to obtain the required degree of lighting.

Access management
By installing mixed PN 2I2O modules equipped with 2 
optoisolated digital inputs and 2 relay outputs it is possible 
to manage the traffic lights in the various areas of a parking.

By using pairs of photocells or magnetic coils connected 
to the system inputs it is possible to count the cars present 
in a parking lot in real time and consequently manage the 
traffic lights.

Via supervision or user-determined variables of the PN MAS 
module the manager can set the capacity of the parking lot 
and activation thresholds for the "full" or "vacant" parking 
indications for the entire complex or individual areas.
It is also possible to manage access for users with reserved 
spaces for example, by installing transponder technology 
PN BADGE access control modules.

The technology used places this product on the cutting 
edge of its industry since the identification badge used for 
access is composed of a normal badge in credit card 
format without a magnetic band or electrical contacts.
This has made it possible to completely eliminate faults due 
to damage to the magnetic band or oxidation of the 
contacts.

PNMAS central unit

Outdoor areas

Lighting

Traffic lights

Emergency door control

Assisted bath control

Access control

Technological utilities
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Alarm reporting
In addition to management of the utilities strictly connected 
to parking operation, it is possible to obtain remote 
reporting of each type of fault or alarm.

These indications can be made via messages displayed 
on the PN MAS control module display or other PN DIS 
display modules located in various supervision points.

In addition, by combining a PN GSM modem to the system, 
it is possible to receive these alarm indications in the form 
of SMS sent to mobile network telephone numbers or to 
dialogue with the system in real time via SMS.

switch tripping
thermal relay tripping
alarm calls from elevators
handicapped bathrooms alarm calls
emergency door opening

Alarm messages

SMS: “Cars?”    Answer: “224 cars present”.
SMS: “Alarms?”    Answer: “No alarm in progress”.
SMS: “Close parking” Answer: “Entrance bars closed”.

SMS messages

Photocells

Magnetic coil

PN 8OR

Light management

PN 2I2O

Traffic light management

PN 2I2OPN 2I2O

Bar automation
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Campground management
The PICnet bus system is a distributed control system used 
to monitor and manage all electrical utilities present in a 
building in a simple and flexible manner.

When applied to automated campground or vehicle 
parkmanagement it makes it possible to automatically 
manage  each system, guaranteeing a reduction in 
consumption, cost accounting and simple use.

Recording variable consumption
It is possible to install mixed PN 4I4O modules with 4 digital 
inputs and 4 relay outputs or mixed PN 8I8O modules with 
8 digital inputs and 8 relay outputs in each column located 
in the campground or vehicle park.
Using these modules it is possible to intelligently manage 
the provision of services (electricity and water) and count 
the consumption charging the Customer with the related 
cost.

Each relay output control an electromagnetic switch for 
powering the socket of the requested column or a solenoid 
for distributing water based on occupation of the vehicle 
park.
This way the manager can guarantee delivery of services 
only to occupied spaces.

Water consumption is counted via a mechanical litre 
counter connected to one of the available digital inputs and 
the received pulses (e.g. one pulse per litre) are counted 
by the system and attributed by the management software 
to the associated Customer.

The energy taken from the column is counted in a 
similarmanner with a single phase electricity measurer.
This way the manager can correctly break down the  
operating costs among the Customers precisely, 
documenting the individual consumptions.

Customers can be charged either at the end of their stay 
or at the beginning using a form of rechargeable credit. 
When the credit is finished the services are suspended until 
a recharge is made.

Lastly, by keeping a PC stably connected with the master unit it is possible to see the 
situation of the facility on graphic maps using the PN LINK PRO software.

It is also possible to obtain the situation of Customer charges updated in real time from 
theconsumption management software.

Counting of fixed cost utilities, e.g. showers and washing 
machines can be done in a similar manner.
In this case a transponder technology PN BADGE access 
control badge reader module is installed in each shower or 
washing machine station.

The technology used places this product on the cutting 
edge of its industry since the identification badge for using 
the utility is composed of a normal badge in credit card 
format without a magnetic band or electrical contacts.
This has made it possible to completely eliminate the 
typical faults connected with traditional technologies due 
to damage to the magnetic band or oxidation of the 
contacts.

This module, set up for being built-in in standard wall 
boxes, possesses an internal memory of 1024 badge 
codes with the possibility of stand-alone operation.
Two relays on the board activate the utility (solenoid or 
socket) for a pre-set time and when the area light goes on.

Consumption counting with fixed cost

By using the PN GSM module all the alarms can be 
remotely indicated via SMS to one or more mobile 
phone numbers (e.g. directly to the system 
maintenance employee).

It is also possible to query the system in real time to 
download the most recent alarms as in the examples
below:

SMS: “Alarms?” Answer: “No alarm detected”.
or    Answer: “Service light differential tripping”.

PN 4I4O

ContactorEnergy counter

230V

SolenoidLitre counter

Water

APPLICATIONEXAMPLEAPPLICATIONEXAMPLE
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Lighting System
By installing the PN 4I4O or PN 8OR modules it is possible 
to  intel l igent ly manage the l ight ing system, 
optimisingconsumption and thus obtaining significant 
energy savings.

For example, it is possible to set up lighting units controlled  
by twilight sensors for the main accesses and for basic 
lighting of vehicle spaces and additional lighting for using  
public areas (bathrooms and dressing rooms) controlled 
by presence sensors or magnetic contacts.
This way only lights which are actually useful are activated 
for the time strictly necessary for using the facility.

Solenoid
Solenoid

Tower

Laundry room
management

PN BADGE G

Shower management

PN BADGE G

Irrigation management

PN 8OR

PN 8OR

Light management

Technological
appliances

PN 4I2O2PT
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Photovoltaic System Management
The PICnet bus systems can be extremely powerful even 
in the emerging field of alternative energy for the command 
and control of remote installations.

In particular, in the case of photovoltaic parks or large-scale 
photovoltaic plants, normally unmanned, it is of enormous 
interest the ability to remotely control the perfect 
functioning of the system by receiving immediate 
notification of any alarms or anomalies.

In this way the plant maintenance technician can intervene 
promptly in order to restore the correct functioning of the 
system and avoid the economic losses related to the lack 
of production. By interfacing with the appropriate 
measuring equipment of the user or of the Distributor, the 
PICnet system is also able to periodically collect and send 
the energy production data of the plant to a supervision 
center in order to allow a precise verification of the 
efficiency level of the panels and conversion equipment.

Switch trigger alarms
Unloaders intervention
Transformer thermal thresholds
Inverter failure alarms

String voltages
String currents
Module temperature
Outdoor air temperature
Solar irradiation
Alternating side voltages
Alternating side currents
Energy produced
Instant power

Inputs Measurements

Reset motorized switches
Fan control
Local alarm signals

Outputs

BUS

REMOTE MANAGEMENT

PN GSM
MODULE

PN MAS
MODULE

ADSL MODEM
CONVERTER

RS 232 - TCP/IP

ETHERNET

The data collected from the photovoltaic park are sent to a supervisory control unit, while any alarms are notified immediately to the plant maintenance 
provider by means of predefined SMS messages.

ALARMS

PICNET
MODULES

APPLICATIONEXAMPLEAPPLICATIONEXAMPLE
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Alarms Reporting
The use of PN GSM modules allows the automatic sending 
of alarm SMS messages to the system maintainer when 
any failure occurs, in order to guarantee timely restoration 
interventions.

It is also possible to query the plant in real time to obtain 
production data such as in the following examples:

Integration
Thanks to the availability of communication modules and 
a wide range of protocol converters, it is possible to 
interface the PICnet system with all the other equipment 
present in the installation, such as anti-intrusion systems, 
network interfaces and analyzers, measuring instruments, 
etc.. All the information collected can be presented to the 
user in a single graphical interface, facilitating the 
interpretation of the data and simplifying the management 
of the system.

SMS: “Alarms?”
Answer: "No alarm detected".
    
SMS: “Production?”
Answer: "Production of 22/03/2010 = 4826 kWh”.

LV switchboard

MV/LV cabin

Inverter room

Visualization
board

PN CVMPN 8I

PN AD

String switchboard

PN 8I

MV switchboard

PN 4I2O2PTPN 8I
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Market needs

Energy Efficiency is the fastest, cheapest and easiest way to reduce energy consumption and achieve the goal of limiting the emissions of gases 
responsible for the greenhouse effect and the global warming, as established by the Kyoto protocol.
Energy efficiency and comfort level increase are also a growing need and a strategic priority for all the operators present in the market, buildings owners 
and managers.
This requirement clashes with the high costs necessary to intervene on existing systems with traditional wired technologies that require long 
implementation times. 

Solutions

Sinthesi, which has always been involved in energy monitoring and management, has developed a series of specific wireless products and solutions 
to improve the energy efficiency of buildings with a drastic reduction in total installation costs and commissioning times.

This series of wireless products integrates perfectly with the range of PICnet products and fully meets all the needs of a rapidly evolving market.

Flexible
Integrable
Cheap
Non-invasive
Easy retrofit
Efficient
Scalable

Meet the specific requirements of any building
Wireless or wired technology offers the perfect solution for retrofit projects and new buildings
Low installation costs and quick return on investment
Wireless technology guarantees minimum disruption and rapid installation
Easy installation that does not require new wiring
Energy and operational efficiency offers optimal comfort and significant savings on operating costs
Open standards to protect investments also in the future

Structure of ZIGBnet wireless system

The ZIGBnet wireless system is based on a network of devices that communicate using a radio 
signal with a frequency of 2.4 GHz and the ZigBee® protocol, defined by the standard 
International IEEE 802-15.4.
Characteristic of the ZigBee® network is the possibility that the information sent by a command 
device reach the recipient actuator passing through other devices of the network. This particular 
transmission mode ensures high reliability and efficiency; in fact, if the signal path was 
interrupted due to malfunction of a device, the other nodes will automatically create an alternative 
route to get the signal to its destination.

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High reliability: thanks to the creation of a ZigBee® network, it is certain that a signal sent by a command always reaches the corresponding actuator.
Low consumption of control batteries.
In system renovation: the radio devices guarantee the evolution of a traditional electrical system: from the addition of a new control point without masonry 
works to the realization of advanced management and control functions.
In a new system: the radio devices allow the creation of new systems with advanced functions (e.g. the creation of a scenario), using the infrastructure 
of the traditional electrical system.
In the integration: the use of ZigBee® wireless control devices allows the building automation system to be activated even in buildings without BUS 
infrastructure.

ZigBee® technology offers many advantages including in particular:

The advantages of the ZIGBnet wireless solution

Sinthesi's ZIGBnet series of wireless products is a low-cost alternative to conventional control systems for rapid return of the investment, and results:

Quick and easy system configuration

A ZIGBnet wireless system is always made up of one or more concentrator modules that manage up to 30 radio devices each.
The system is configured without the aid of complex tools and software. In order to create and associate all the devices in the ZigBee® network, it is 
sufficient to press a special button on the front of each device to allow it to be acquired by the concentrator.

ZIGBnet

Building Energy Efficiency



The thermoregulation control guarantees enormous 
energy savings and a quick return on investment.
The product range includes devices for centralized control 
of one or three speed valves or fan coils.

Each device has a temperature probe and manages the 
thermoregulation in total autonomy on the basis of the 
set-point received from the associated PN ZIGB 
concentrator. The wireless connection ensures complete 
control of the system with the same functioning of a wired 
system.

All the information gathered by the concentrator is 
accessible through the PICnet bus for further processing 
and for centralized control using the full range of PICnet 
solutions.

The ZIGBnet unit can optionally be equipped with a local 
radio receiver to manage magnetic contacts or presence 
sensors. In this case the device autonomously turns off the 
unit in case of absence of persons or windows opening.

Thermoregulation

AA
Battery

ON/OFF

230V

PZ FAN

PZ VALVE

3 SPEED

PN ZIGB
MODULE

PIR

ON/OFF

PZ VALVE

PZ FAN2

ºC

ºC
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In existing buildings another important area of intervention 
for energy efficiency is represented by lighting control. 
Using the dedicated wireless product range, individual 
lighting bodies or entire groups can be controlled. The type 
of control, on/off or dimmer, depends on the type of 
equipment used, but the ZIGBnet products range covers 
both the cases.

The use of the PZ SPL module allows to measure the 
ambient light and adjust the proportion of artificial light 
accordingly, in order to guarantee the required level of 
illumination and at the same time a significant energy 
saving.

Lighting control

Wireless SystemsZIGBnet

PN ZIGB
MODULE

PIR

LUX

EXTERNAL LIGHT
INCIDENCE

ora

Required light

Natural light

230V
ON/OFF

ON/OFF

0-10 V

230V

PZ LIGHT

PZ 4I4O

PZ SPL

BALLAST

lux

300

0 24205
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The network of wireless devices perfectly integrates with a traditional wired 
building automation system, extending it. This allows to create sophisticated 
building management logics for further energy savings by obtaining the 
classification A of the UNI EN15232 standard.
Using a personal computer permanently connected to the central unit, it is 
possible to have a complete supervision of the system through simple and 
intuitive interfaces such as graphic maps. In this way it is possible to control 
the status of functioning of the system and interacting with it even for an 
inexperienced user.

Supervision

Thanks to the potential of the supervision and control software it is possible 
to activate or control the different functionalities displayed on the screen.
The possibility to remotely control and manage the plant is available even in 
the case of computers connected in a local network or in a remote connection 
through an internet connection. The availability of web-based solutions of the 
PICnet supervision system allows a complete control of the structure from 
mobile devices both in single-user and single-plant applications and in 
multi-user and multi-site applications.

EN 15232
Standard

Heating central

Shop Shop

Office Office

Office Office

Office Office

PN MAS
MODULE

INTERNET
BROWSER

INTERNET
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Thanks to the power and flexibility of the PICnet system is it 
possible to easily create supervision and remote 
management applications for systems by using an 
appropriately set up computer.
Thanks to supervision it is possible to check the operation 
of a system and interact with it, controlling turning on and 
off loads, and setting the adjustment parameters value (e.g. 
times, temperatures, delays, etc.).
In addition to activities related to the supervision of a system, 
its remote management also makes it possible to perform 
its maintenance and update programming allowing for 
remote operations to change the system thus optimising 
operation costs and times.

Connection 1
The simplest and most immediate solution consists in 
direct connection of a PC to the Master module through a 
USB port using the cable supplied with the system.

The supervision computer can be equipped either with the 
PN LINK basic supervision software or with the configurator 
SIMPLY with corresponding interface graphic pages.

This solution results in immediate implementation,  but 
requires that the supervision computer be placed in the 
immediate vicinity of the Master module in order to be able 
to make the connection with a common USB cable and is 
suitable for configuration and commissioning operations.

Connection 2
If the Master module must be permanently connected to a 
supervisory station, the connection to the supervision 
computer will be made using the native Ethernet port which 
makes the Master module accessible through a normal 
data network connection.

In the indicated case of a single supervision station, the 
computer can be equipped either with the PN LINK PRO 
basic supervision software or with the professional version 
PN VIEW.

PICNET MODULES

PN MAS
MODULE

USB

PN LINK PRO
PN VIEW

BUS

PICNET MODULES

PN MAS
MODULE

PN LINK PRO
PN VIEW

ETHERNET

Ethernet Port

BUS

Plant Supervision
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Connection 3
In particularly complex and extensive systems or when the 
system supervision needs become more sophisticated, the 
possibility of performing supervision from different areas in 
the building may become necessary.

Also in this case, the master module is connected to the 
data network via the integrated Ethernet port, and the 
various supervision computers must be equipped with PN 
VIEW software, one of which is licensed as Server and the 
others in Client version.

Connection 4
All of the supervision and remote management possibilities 
of the previous schemes are identically reproducible for 
computers not directly connected to the data network, but 
indirectly from remote station via a broadband internet 
connection.

In this case by using a common ADSL modem all of the 
information made available by the Master module is 
accessible from remote computers connected via internet 
once the Master module ADSL connection IP address is 
known which can be obtained thanks to connections with 
static IP or using no-IP services available on-line. Also in this 
case the supervision PC can be equipped either with a PN 
LINK PRO or with the PN VIEW software license.

PICNET MODULES

PN MAS
MODULE

ETHERNET

PN VIEW
SERVER

PN VIEW
CLIENT

PN VIEW
CLIENT

BUS

PICNET MODULES

PN MAS
MODULE

PN LINK PRO
PN VIEW

ETHERNET

ADSL MODEM

Ethernet Port

Ethernet Port

INTERNET

BUS
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Connection 5
There are situations in which it is necessary to be able to 
supervise the first level plant from any remote location with 
internet connection without license costs, but using a 
normal browser. In these cases, the optional EXT MAS WEB 
expansion enables remote supervision from any platform 
(tablet, latest generation smartphone, etc.) without the 
need to use dedicated sw.

The memorization of the supervision pages in the PN MAS 
module and their updating can be performed either from a 
local network or from a remote network.

Connection 6
The same situation as in the previous point can also be 
found in large-scale installations where the possibility of 
supervising from any work station equipped with a normal 
internet browser is a condition that is almost essential for 
its flexibility and robustness. In these cases, the use of PN 
LINK WEB software makes it possible to transform any PC 
connected to the network into a powerful Web Server that 
makes remote supervision via the web available to any 
other workstation. The power of the software allows the 
management of HTML pages, even of considerable 
complexity, in an unlimited number, thus avoiding the 
introduction of restrictions on possible future expansions 
of the system. The same architecture can be used in the 
case of multi-user and multi-site supervision.

In this case the PN LINK WEB software collects the 
information from the various Master modules in the field, 
and feeds a database that provide these information to the 
web interface.

Ethernet Port

Ethernet Port

PICNET MODULES

PN MAS
MODULE

+
EXT MAS WEB

INTERNET
BROWSER

ETHERNET

MODEM ADSL

INTERNET

BUS

PICNET MODULES

PN MAS
MODULE

BROWSER
INTERNET

ETHERNET

ADSL MODEM

INTERNET

BUS

PN LINK WEB

WEB SERVER
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Connection 7
Sometimes it is required to have a supervision and control 
station (local, in local network or remote network) and at 
the same time be able to interact with your system by SMS 
messages in order to be always informed of any anomalies 
or alarms. In these cases it is sufficient to use a PN GSM 
module to have the simultaneous connection to the Master 
module of a supervision terminal or a network converter 
without loss of information in the supervision or loss of 
incoming or outgoing SMS messages.

Connection 8
In some applications, web server control is excessive 
compared to the real needs and a control system with 
simplified graphics is the optimal solution. In these cases 
the use of the PV APP module allows total control of the 
system through the OpenHAB® App available for all mobile 
devices and related operating systems.

The control is carried out by means of a cloud server which 
puts the mobile device into communication with the PV APP 
module which collects the information from the Master unit 
and controls its operations. The PV APP module also offers 
web server functionality allowing system control through a 
common internet browser. This feature is convenient 
especially when the user is connected to the same internal 
network to which the system is connected as it does not 
require any internet connectivity.

PICNET MODULES

PN MAS
MODULE

BUS

PN GSM

SMS

PN LINK PRO - PN VIEW

PICNET MODULES

PN MAS
MODULE

BUS

Ethernet Port

ETHERNET

ADSL MODEM

INTERNET

PV APP

OPEN HAB
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HOTEL and RESORT

Accor Hotel Timi Ama Resort Janna e Sole Resort Eos Belmond Hotel Cipriani

Luxury Resort “Janna e Sole” – Sardinia

Student Hotel Camplus - Turin 

Luxury Resort “Eos” - Sardinia

Luxury Resort “Holiday Inn” - Sardinia

Accor Hotel Timi Ama - Sardinia

Luxury Resort Villa Policreti
Golf Club Di Castel D'aviano (PN) 

Hotel “Palazzo Stern” – Venice 

Hotel Canal Grande – Venice

Hiltom Hotel “Alessandro” - Sardinia

Belmond Hotel Cipriani – Venice

Hotel Continental Zola Predosa – Bologna

AS Hotel "Sempione Fiera" - Milan 

Hotel “Casa Romagnosi” - Salsomaggiore 

Hotel Pineta – Jesi

Castello Di Gabiano – Gabiano

Hotel Corona – Domodossola

Hotel “Relais Montemarino” - Alba  

Hotel “Brianteo” - Burago

Boutique Hotel Casa Di Morfeo – Florence

Masseria Valente – Ostuni

Hotel Tiferno – Città Di Castello 

Hotel San Michele – Cortona 

Hotel “La Perla” - Tremezzo

Hotel Ligure - Alassio

Hotel Fortebraccio – Montone

Hotel “Molarotto” - Porto San Paolo

Hotel “Amici” - Venice

Hotel “La Noce” - Chivasso 

Hotel “Delle Rose” - Monticelli Terme 

Residence “Borgonuovo” - Milan

Hotel “Seggiovia” - Pontechianale 

Hotel “Gallia” - Pianezza  

Campeggio “Belvedere” - Sorico 

Hotel “RE” - Milan 

Motel “Prince” - Bergamo

Hotel “La Colonnina” - Monterosso al mare (SP) 

Hotel “Al Ponte” - Pergine Valsugana (TN)

Olympic Village Accommodations - Turin

    Hotel “Forum Julii” - Strassoldo (UD)

    Hotel “Granata” - Milano Marittima (RA)

    Hotel ”Villa delle Rose” - Salsomaggiore (PR)

    Hotel “Grand Hotel Forlì” – Forlì (FC)

    Hotel “H10” - Rome

    Hotel “Miramare” - Maiori (SA)

    Hotel Anita - San Bartolomeo al Mare (IM)

350 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

150 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

125 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

210 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

120 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

80 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

50 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

75 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

90 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

Building automation of common areas with integrated supervision.

70 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

90 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

50 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

90 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

50 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

40 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

80 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

60 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

50 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

90 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

30 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

40 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

70 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

55 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

75 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

45 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

39 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

57 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

65 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

90 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

60 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

75 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

50 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

90 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

30 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

40 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

45 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

65 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

35 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

70 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

115 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

40 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

70 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

55 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.

90 rooms, complete automation with access control, thermoregulation and common areas management.
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The PICnet system has been used in thousands of applications ranging from industrial to the
tertiary sector, from hotel automation to advanced home automation. Only some of the most
significant plants implementation in terms of type or extension are reported.

Iper Mall “Il Centro” – Milan 

Gucci The Mall Outlet – Leccio (FI) 

IKEA store - Carugate (MI) 

Headquarter “Dolce & Gabbana” - Milano 

Headquarter “Brioni” - Milano 

Retail store “Dolce & Gabbana” - London 

Retail store “Dolce & Gabbana” - Munich

Retail store “Dolce & Gabbana” - Verona 

Retail store “Dolce & Gabbana” - Rome 

Retail store “Dolce & Gabbana” - Forte dei Marmi (LU) 

Retail store “Dolce & Gabbana” - Genova 

Retail store “Dolce & Gabbana” - Capri 

Retail Store Christian Dior - Wien

Retail store “Giorgio Armani” - Milan

Retail store “Giorgio Armani” - Paris 

Retail store “UNIQLO” - Copenaghen 

Retail store “Prada" - Copenaghen 

Mall “Interspar” - Cassacco (UD) 

Mall “Decathlon” - Busnago, Piacenza, S. Vittoria d’Alba, 
Settimo Torinese, S.Benedetto del Tronto

Mall Barberino Designer Outlet – Barberino Del Mugello 

Mall Noventa Di Piave Designer Outlet – Aiello Del Friuli (UD) 

Lighting Show room “Mes Light” - La Spezia 

Super Mall “CentroSarca” - Milan 

Multisala “Skyline” - Milan

Super Mall “Iperal” - Piantedo (SO) 

Car dealer Headquarter “G&G Paglini” - Olgiate O. (VA) 

Super Mall “Eurospar” - Udine, Trento, Trieste, Udine 

Super Mall “Grancasa” - Pero (MI) 

Super Mall “Grancasa” e “GranBrico” - Sarzana (SP) 

Car dealer Headquarter “Seat” - Busto Arsizio (VA) 

Multisala “Orfeo” - Milano 

Multisala “Warner Village” - Vimercate (MI) 

Mobilificio “Busnelli” - Venegono Inferiore (VA) 

Super Mall “Grancasa” e “Granbrico” - Vicenza 

Super Mall “Grancasa” - Cermenate (CO) 

Super Mall “Grancasa” - Ceva (CN) 

Super Mall “Globo” - Osnago (MI) 

Car dealer Headquarter “BMW moto” - Lecco

Super Mall Bricopioda - Vertemate (CO) 

Concessionaria “IVECO Tentori” - Dolzago (LC) 

Super Mall - Bolzano 

Arte luce “Fep Rimondi”

Largest shopping mall in Europe. Lighting management and alarm reporting in common areas and parking 
areas.

 
Supervised lighting, automation and alarm reporting management.

 
Supervised retail area lighting and access control management.

 
Complete lighting control, technological utilities, alarm reporting, access control, alarm system. Supervision on 

Personal computer.
 

Complete lighting control, technological utilities, alarm reporting, access control, alarm system. Supervision on 
Personal computer.

 
Shop lighting scenario control, tablet and touch screen supervision

Shop lighting scenarios control, sound system management

Shop lighting scenario control, tablet and touch screen supervision

Shop lighting scenario control, tablet and touch screen supervision

Shop lighting scenario control, tablet and touch screen supervision

Shop lighting scenario control, tablet and touch screen supervision

Shop lighting scenario control, tablet and touch screen supervision

Supervised lighting management and scenarios control

Shop lighting scenario control, tablet and touch screen supervision

Shop lighting scenario control, tablet and touch screen supervision

Shop lighting scenario control, tablet and touch screen supervision

Shop lighting scenario control, tablet and touch screen supervision

Lighting control, automatic adjustment of the lighting in the sales areas and alarm reporting. Remote supervision 
via modem - 480 points.

 
Management of lighting system, alarm reporting, skylights automation with daily-weekly hourly programming.

 
Supervised lighting, automation and alarm reporting management.

 
Supervised lighting, automation and alarm reporting management.

 
Management of lighting fixtures exposure. Supervision with wireless graphic remote control - 126 modules.

 
Integrated management of multi-storey car park with access control, management of access gates and traffic 

light signals. Supervision on Personal Computer - 60 points.

Complete access control management with status report on supervision PC. Controlled points 100
 

Lighting management from central dashboard
 

Management of lighting and thermoregulation of offices and common areas. Supervision on PC - 40 points.
 

Lighting system control and alarm reporting - over 250 points.
 

Skylight commands, reporting of electrical and technological alarms on local PC and via email and SMS - 90 
points.

 
Reporting of electrical and technological alarms on local PC and via email and SMS - 140 points.

 
Lighting control, technological utilities, technological alarm reporting - 60 modules.

 
Lighting control and alarm reporting of technological users - 20 modules.

 
Lighting control and technological utilities, alarm reporting. Supervision on Personal computer.

 
Lighting management for furniture exhibition area - 80 points.

 
Skylight commands, reporting of electrical and technological alarms on local PC and via email-SMS - 200 points.

 
Skylight commands, reporting of electrical and technological alarms on local PC and via email-SMS - 100 points.

 
Skylight commands, reporting of electrical and technological alarms on local PC and via email-SMS - 100 points.

 
Parking lights controls, electrical and technological alarms report on local PC - 100 points.

 
Lighting management for offices and common areas - 40 points.

 
Supervision on touch-screen. Lighting system management with internal lux meter, alarm reporting, 

thermoregulation and PC supervision.
 

Gate control, lighting system management, thermoregulation, alarm reporting and PC supervision.
 

Reporting of technological alarms on PC.
 

Management of general lighting system automation and supervision of showroom scenarios in the Carpi, 
Casalecchio and Mantua offices. 500 modules

RETAIL

“Dolce & Gabbana” Headquarter Retail store “Prada" - Copenaghen Gucci The Mall Outlet “Il Centro” - Arese
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TERTIARY SECTOR

Policlinico di Milano Reparto “Zonda” Tamale Hospital - Ghana Casinò di Campione d’Italia “Marco Polo” Airport - Venezia

The largest Casino in Europe, lighting management and complete supervision of gaming rooms and dance 
floors. 

Lighting control and alarm reporting of multi-storey car park with supervision PC - 700 points. 

Lighting management of tanks and common parts. Management of technological systems of tanks and reporting 
of panel alarms. Supervision on PC - 60 modules. 

Car parks in Milan, Trieste, Bologna, Venice-Mestre, Verona, Pisa, Perugia, Rieti, Assisi. Lighting management, 
automation and alarm reporting. Local supervision on touch screen and remote multi-system supervision.
 
Management of temperature control and Air Handling Unit supervised on touchscreen 

Management of technological alarms. Display in the points of supervision on the floors - 110 points. 

Reporting of technological alarms - 40 points. 

Alarm reporting on master and GSM cabin in cardiac surgery department - 40 points. 

Management and supervision of technological alarms. Local supervision from PC and remote multi-system 
supervision. 

Complete management of room calls, alarm reporting and supervision from supervision points. 

Call system management of 50 rooms, lighting control with total supervision - 160 modules. 

Call system for 55 rooms and lighting management - 85 modules. 

Alarm management for rooms, bathrooms and common areas. Visualization in the monitoring points on the floors 
- 72 modules. 

Common area lights management and reporting of technological alarms. Supervision on PC - 30 modules. 

Room call management. Visualization in the monitoring points on the floors - 30 modules. 

Automation management of office lighting systems and common areas with scenario supervision. 

Management of lighting and thermoregulation of offices, rooms and common areas. Supervision - 116 modules.

Lighting management, thermoregulation and reporting of technological alarms. Supervision on PC - 200 points. 

Lighting and thermoregulation management. Central heating control with PC supervision - 200 points. 

Room lighting management. Supervision on PC - 100 points. 

Lighting control for playing fields and changing rooms. 

Alarm reporting, lighting control and awning automation - 52 modules. 

Control of switching on lights in classrooms and common parts. 

Control of lighting scenarios and technological centers - 210 points. 

Complete lighting management - 40 points. 

Office lighting management and common parts - 45 modules. 

Common parts lighting management - 30 points. 

Management of reporting alarms for technological users - 100 points. 

Lighting management and panel alarm reporting. Supervision on touch-screen - 100 points. 

Floor lighting management and panel alarm reporting. Supervision on PC - 40 modules. 

Management of classroom calls and bell control. Visualization in the monitoring points on the floors - 50 modules. 

Room lighting management - 80 points.

Aisle lighting management - 40 points. 

Lighting management for playing fields. Supervision on PC. 

Lighting system management with numerical code switch-on control - 75 modules. 

Lighting system management with numeric code switch-on control - 32 modules. 

Lighting management and alarm reporting. General supervision - 70 modules. 

General lighting system automation management and scenario supervision - 70 modules. 

Alarm reporting management 20 rooms with general supervision - 60 modules. 

General lighting system automation management and scenario supervision - 51 modules.

Casinò Campione - Campione D'italia (CO)

 
Marco Polo Airport - Venice

 
Municipal Aquarium - Milan

 
SABA multi-storey car parks - Italy

Tamale Hospital - Ghana
 

Polyclinic of Milan "Zonda" Department – Milan

Civil Hospital - Spilimbergo (PN)
 

Civil Hospital - Udine
 

AUSL Piacenza Hospitals - Piacenza

 
Nursing home "Anni Azzurri La Corte" - Marene (CN)

 
Nursing home - Cologne (BS)

 
Nursing home - Rivignano (UD)

 
Nursing home Viale Monza - Milan

 
Nursing home Via Camaldoli - Milan

 
Zevio Hospital - Verona

 
Asur Marche Headquarters – Ancona

 
"MAS - Music, Arts & Show" Center - Milan

 
"Getfit" Fitness Centers - Milan (MI)

 
Municipal Library - Riva del Garda (TN)

 
Villa della Regina - Turin

 
Pala Yamamay - Busto Arsizio (VA)

 
Beata Giovanna Center - Rovereto (TN)

 
Armida Barelli School - Rovereto (TN)

 
Banca di Romagna Agency - Lugo Office (RA)

 
Cinema "Eldorado" - Savona

 
Town Hall - Quart (AO)

 
New station of Pra '- Genoa

 
“Chiabrera” Theater - Savona Park

 
"Terramaini" - Cagliari

 
"Caterina da Forlì" car park - Milan

 
Primary school in Via Vigevano - Milan

 
Pogliaghi Museum - Sacro Monte di Varese (VA)

 
San Giacomo Church - Tortona (AL)

 
Sports Center - Bresso (MI)

 
Architetturaluce - Cerese di Virgilio (MN)

 
Cacciavillani - Reggio Emilia

 
Parking MM Piazzale Maciachini - Milan

 
Palasport - Lugo (RA)

 
Assisted residence Pariani - Oleggio (NO)

 
General Court of Bologna



Bulgari S.p.A. Headquarter Sacchi S.p.A. Headquarter BMW S.p.A. Headquarter DHL Europa
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The PICnet system has been used in thousands of applications ranging from industrial to the
tertiary sector, from hotel automation to advanced home automation. Only some of the most
significant plants implementation in terms of type or extension are reported.

Lighting system management with automatic adjustment for energy saving, shutter automation, alarm reporting. 
Supervised multi-master system - 350 modules.

 
Lighting system management with general supervision - 160 modules. 

Reporting of technological alarms in production plants with visualization from monitoring points

Lighting system management in production plants with general supervision. 

Office lighting control, access management and alarm reporting. Supervision on PC. 

Lighting system management, interface for complete supervision from PC. 

Lighting system management with automatic adjustment, scenario management, alarm reporting. 

General supervision. Lighting control, fan-coil thermoregulation, curtain automation, automatic lighting 
adjustment and alarm reporting. PC supervision - 160 modules. 

Department lighting and alarm management. Supervision on PC - 250 points. 

Department lighting and alarm management. Control of technological centers and access control. Supervision 
on PC. 

Automated lighting system management with infrared control for each office and scenario supervision. 

WEB based access control, 100 gates and 400 users. 

Automatic lighting control. Reporting of alarms and control of technological centers. Thermoregulation 
management. Remote supervision on PC. 

Office lighting control and alarm reporting. Supervision on PC. 

Lighting control and thermoregulation with general supervision.

Lighting system management, gate management, alarm reporting, window control, central heating management 
and PC supervision - 85 modules. 

Lighting system management, reporting of technological alarms, parking lighting management. Supervision from 
supervision points. 

Lighting system management and curtain automations. Conference room scenarios. Supervision on Personal 
Computer - 58 modules. 

Control panel alarms management, control panel motorized switches, lighting system management for a total of 
200 controlled points. Supervision on Personal computer.

Lighting system management, technological utilities, alarm reporting, alarm system. Supervision on PC - 120 
modules.

Management of electrical alarms, automatic regulation of the lighting system, various automations. Supervision 
on Personal Computer - 120 modules. 

Lighting system management and skylight openings. Control of technological units, alarm reporting and 
temperature control on floors with supervision PC - 220 points. 

Lighting system management of the office building and management of technological utilities - 300 points. 

Warehouse lighting management with local and centralized controls. Display in supervision points - 120 points.

Corn drying process plant control - 160 points. 

Departmental alarm management - 30 points. 

Remote management of access bars - 30 points. 

Remote management of access bars and irrigation - 50 points. 

Lighting system management, thermoregulation, alarm reporting and PC supervision. 

Lighting system management, thermoregulation and alarm reporting systems. 

Lighting system management and load control systems. 

Lighting system management and access control systems. 

Lighting system management, thermoregulation, alarm reporting, load management and PC supervision.

Lighting system management, access control and PC supervision. 

Automatic lighting system management and skylights with PN METEO. 

Lighting system management, temperature control and shutters for offices and common areas - 97 modules.

European Headquarter DHL - Milan

Headquarter BMW - Milan

Bulgari SPA - Valenza (AL)
 
Headquarter Granarolo SPA - Bologne

Headquarter Confindustria - Venice

Headquarter ADI Compasso d’Oro - Milan

Headquarter Riello S.P.A. - Verona

Headquarter Sacchi Elettroforniture - Milan

Headquarter Italtrans - Bergamo

Headquarter O.M. 4 - Pagliare del Tronto (AP)

 
Headquarter Galvanin S.P.A. - Vicenza
 
Headquarter Inforlife Sa - Switzerland

Headquarter Sest - Lu-Ve Group (Bl)

 
Headquarter GE Healthcare - Milan

Headquarter Missoni S.P.A. - Sumirago (Va)
 
Headquarter Ceriani Elettroforniture - Gerenzano (VA)

 
Headquarter Comonext - Innovation Hub - Lomazzo (Co)

 
Headquarter Confarma - Bagnolo S. Vito (MN)

 
Headquarter Polizia Municipale di Torino

 
Headquarter Incubatore Tecnologico area Ex-Breda - Milan

Headquarter Gavazzi Space - Benevento

 
Headquarter Texgomma - Sulbiate (MI)

 
Headquarter Memaf Produzione motori - Milan

Headquarter Zust Ambrosetti - Moncalieri (TO)

Headquarter “Cereal Chiari” - Milano
 
Headquarter Akzo Nobe” - Cernobbio (CO)
 
Headquarter Forgia A. Vienna - Milan
 
Headquarter Gambro - Mirandola (MO)
 
Headquarter DDE - Gallarate (VA)
 
Headquarter Fiamma - Cardano al Campo (VA)
 
Headquarter Nunnari - Cassano M.go (VA)
 
Headquarter SEA - Agrate Brianza (MI)
 
Headquarter Spazio Scenico” - Milan

Headquarter Tekno - Piobesi Torinese (TO)
 
Headquarter Saeco - Bologna
 
Headquarter Index Europea - Stezzano (BG)

INDUSTRIAL
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INTERNET PORTAL
The Internet portal www.sinthesi.com is available to customers to 
quickly communicate with the company. In the portal, constantly 
updated, Sinthesi provides information on the news, on the products, on 
the commercial network, ultimately, on everything that can be useful to 
the customer. You can download instruction manuals, wiring diagrams, 
data sheets, etc ... An open door to the company.

TRAINING COURSES
Sinthesi provides a complete technical support to designers and 
installers, supporting them in all the phases of definition and installation 
of the plant. It is also possible to take part in free training courses held at 
our headquarter. For information and registration for training courses, 
contact our sales department at the following address:
commerciale@sinthesi.com

CLIENT SUPPORT
A series of after-sales services allow Sinthesi to always be at the side of 
the installer and the designer in the management and resolution of any 
problems. For the direct support service via e-mail, the following box is 
operative:
tecnico@sinthesi.com

CERTIFICATION
AND QUALITY

Sinthesi has always invested time and resources in the creation of a 
specific "culture of quality" in the choices and strategies of the company, 
in order to contribute to continuous improvement of the products and 
services offered, always placing the customer's satisfaction at the center 
of its mission .
Sinthesi was one of the first Building Automation companies whose 
Quality System was certified according to the UNI EN ISO 9001: 2000 
standard by the CSICERT Italia Certification Body.



SALES AND WARRANTY CONDITIONS

SALES CONDITIONS

SALES AND WARRANTY CONDITIONS

WARRANTY CONDITIONS

1 - Introduction
These General Conditions of Sale regulate the sales of the products and services of Sinthesi S.r.l. No addition or variation will be binding for Sinthesi S.r.l. if not approved in writing by an 
authorized representative. Any term or condition of purchase affixed by the Customer to his order or elsewhere is devoid of any validity.

2 - Purchase orders
Purchase orders for products sold by Sinthesi S.r.l. will be examined only if submitted in writing form on paper or by e-mail. The orders must clearly state the product code, the quantity, the unit 
price as specified in the offer forwarded by Sinthesi S.r.l. or by an authorized seller; the order must also show the requested delivery date.

The order will be considered as accepted by Sinthesi S.r.l. only after written confirmation of order by Sinthesi S.r.l. The communication of acceptance of the order may also contain any changes 
to the purchase prices (if the list prices or conditions of sale have changed) or the delivery dates, compatibly with the availability of the products. The Order Confirmation sent by Sinthesi S.r.l. 
to the Customer will be deemed to be accepted by the latter if the non-acceptance of the additions is not promptly made known in writing.

3 - List prices
Prices published by Sinthesi S.r.l. are subject to change without notice and must not be interpreted as final quotation or offer of sale by Sinthesi S.r.l. These publications are made solely for 
general information purposes and all the prices indicated therein are subject to confirmation with a specific quotation.

4 - Price quotations
All price quotes made in writing by Sinthesi S.r.l. expire automatically if they are not accepted by the Customer within thirty (30) days from the date of issue. Verbal quotes are subject to written 
confirmation. All quotations are subject to confirmation by Sinthesi S.r.l. upon receipt of the Customer's order.

5 - Shipping and Delivery
Unless otherwise agreed in writing by Sinthesi S.r.l., the delivery, including that of the repaired products, will be carried out ex works of Sinthesi S.r.l. Transport costs are charged to the customer 
if the order does not reach the minimum amount of € 500.00. The expected dates, including shipping dates, are approximate, and are in any case conditioned to the prompt receipt by Sinthesi 
S.r.l. of all the necessary information from the Customer. Sinthesi S.r.l. will not be responsible for delays in delivery.

6 - Majeure force
Sinthesi S.r.l. will not be liable for losses, damages or delays in delivery due to causes beyond its reasonable control, including delays in transport.

7 - Property and risks
The products are intended to be sold with a reserved domain agreement; therefore they remain the property of Sinthesi S.r.l. until the full payment of the relative price has occurred. The Customer 
therefore undertakes to inform third parties of the existence and effectiveness of this confidential domain agreement, as well as to safeguard the rights of Sinthesi S.r.l. deriving from the same. 
The risk for the loss of products passes to the customer when the products are placed at his disposal.

8 - Claims for damages in transport
All deliveries are made ex works and the goods always travel at the risk of the customer. However, if Sinthesi S.r.l. agree to change the delivery conditions, all claims for breakages or damage 
that are hidden or obvious occurred during shipment, must be made by the Customer to Sinthesi S.r.l. within eight (8) days from receipt. Sinthesi S.r.l. will be happy to provide the Customer with 
reasonable assistance in order to eliminate such damages.

9 - Packaging
Unless otherwise agreed in writing, the quoted prices include standard packaging of Sinthesi S.r.l. ex-works. Sinthesi S.r.l. reserves the right to charge the cost of extra packaging that may be 
requested by the means of delivery.

10 - Scope of changes
All modifications of the products, of the delivery date or in any case regarding the order considered here, must be made in writing and subject to the prior consent of Sinthesi S.r.l. The 
modifications approved by Sinthesi S.r.l. may relate to price, delivery, specifications and / or other changes.

11 - Payment conditions
Payments made by checks or bills are considered accepted subject to collection. All payments must be made by the deadline, in the manner and in the currency indicated on the invoice, without 
any discounts for customs duties or for bank charges. The Customer cannot make any reductions or compensations as a result of claims for damages or similar. In case of delay in payment, 
the defaulting Customer will be required to pay to Sinthesi S.r.l. default interest from the expiry of the contractual term up to the balance, equal to the current ABI "prime-rate" increased by five 
(5) points and Sinthesi S.r.l. reserves the right to suspend delivery and / or cancel orders still outstanding and immediately declare due and payable all invoices issued in the name of the 
Customer and not yet paid. Notwithstanding anything else provided for in the present general conditions, if Sinthesi S.r.l. in its reasonable appreciation, consider that the credit granted to the 
Customer has become excessive, may defer the shipment or immediately request payment in cash before shipment.

12 - Returns and returns
The return of the goods must be previously authorized by Sinthesi S.r.l. and may be required for incorrect supply and / or replacement of material only if never used. Following the return request, 
if this is authorized, the Customer will be given a return code that the Customer must indicate in the documents. It is important that the return is carried out free port, under penalty of 
non-collection, within 30 days from the authorization and in the original packaging.

13 - Warranty
The warranty conditions are specified in the appropriate document "WARRANTY CONDITIONS". The guarantee is given only to the customer who purchases the products directly from Sinthesi 
S.r.l. or by an authorized dealer of Sinthesi S.r.l.

14 - Export controls
The Customer undertakes to comply with all the provisions of the law concerning the export and / or re-export of Sinthesi products, exempting Sinthesi from all his claims or coming from third 
parties, as well as any prejudicial consequences that may derive from the export and / or re-export of the aforementioned products that is carried out by the Customer in the absence of any 
required authorizations.

15 - Transfer
The sales contract cannot be assigned by any of the parties without the written consent of the other party, except that:
         to a company that occurs by merger or incorporation with one of the parties;
         to a company that, as a result of purchase, sale, rent or otherwise substantially discloses the entire company or the business branch of one of them on which depend
         the activities to which this contract refers;
         to a company that controls or is controlled by one of the parties.

16 - Express termination clause
The Parties agree that this contract will be terminated by right, pursuant to art. 1456 of the C.C. at the occurrence of one of the following events:
         delayed or non-payment by the Customer of the fees;
         subjecting the Client to one of the bankruptcy procedures provided for by the bankruptcy law.

17 - Applicable Law and Competent Court
The sale and purchase of products, although not provided for here, will be governed by Italian law. Any dispute arising from the sale and purchase of the products will be subject to the exclusive 
jurisdiction of the Court of Milan, subject to the right of Sinthesi S.r.l. to cite the Client in front of any other Competence Court.  

All Sinthesi S.r.l. materials and production equipment are guaranteed for defects in manufacturing and / or design defects for a period of 24 months starting from the date of testing of the system 
supplied and in any case no later than 30 months from the completion of the delivery of the materials.
During the period of validity of the warranty, at the discretion of Sinthesi S.r.l, at the workshops or in those of third parties or on site, all interventions necessary to eliminate malfunctions caused 
by faults or manufacturing defects of the products supplied will be carried out.
For products purchased from third parties, the guarantee recognized by the same supplier will apply.
The warranty will expire immediately if the equipment supplied has been manipulated, repaired by third parties, incorrectly stored or used not in accordance with the anticipated conditions of 
engagement.
For defective products for which the warranty is valid, Sinthesi S.r.l. repair or replace them without causing any liability to it for any direct or indirect damage suffered by the customer due to 
equipment malfunction.
In any case, the guarantee of Sinthesi S.r.l. for the defects of the products is limited to the maximum amount of the cost value of the equipment indicated in the relevant invoice.
In particular, the buyer renounces any right that he can claim for criminal clauses of any kind; to indemnities in favor of oneself or third parties for costs, damages or expenses, for the 
compensation of direct or indirect damages, both as regards the emerging damage and for the loss of profit.
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SINTHESI S.r.l. Via dell’Industria, 79 - 20020 Busto Garolfo (MI)
Tel. +39 0331 593962 - Fax +39 0331 593966
www.sinthesi.com - email: info@sinthesi.com

The reference point
in plant automation

AUTHORIZED DEALER


